INTRODUCTION
Diffraction anomalous fine-structure (DAFS)[l] depends on both the long-range order of the crystalline sample, and on the near-neighbor bonds. In this way, it combines the sensitivities of x-ray diffraction (XRD) and x-ray-absorption fine-structure (XAFS). Since these long-and short-range order are different measures of the atomic arrangement of the crystal, DAFS spectra can be used to simultaneously refine both crystallographic and near-neighbor bonding parameters. The ability to model and interpret DAFS provides an opportunity to give a more complete understanding of atomic configurations of crystals than can be found by either XRD or XAFS alone.
In order to retain the long-range order sensitivity of the DAFS spectra, the energy-dependent measured diffracted intensities themselves must be used, and the spectra should not be reduced to XAFS-like fine-structure before analysis.
This presents a few new challenges to understanding DAFS, but also allows a more general analysis of DAFS spectra.
One advantage of analyzing the measured energy-dependent diffracted intensity is that non-centrosymmetric crystals can be analyzed, which is not possible when using the iterative Kramers-Kronig method. [2, 31 In this paper, we emphasize the use of DAFS to get a consistent picture of the atomic configuration by establishing constraints between the long-and short-range structural parameters.
ATOMIC SCATTERING FACTORS
In the kinematic approximation, the energy-dependent diEracted intensity is proportional to the squared magnitude of the structure factor,
(1) n where R, is the position of the nth atom in the unit cell, Q is the diffraction wavevector, E is the x-ray energy, and eM-is the crystallographic Debye-Waller factor. The atomic x-ray scattering amplitude, f,(Q, E), is given by where fo(Q) is the Thomson scattering amplitude, and A fa(E) = fL(E)+i f[(E) is the anomalous scattering amplitude without any fine-structure. The fine-structure g(E) is due to the backscattering of the virtual photo-electron from the neighboring atoms, and is analogous to the XAFS. fil(E) is the resonant anomalous scattering amplitude due to the resonant core level alone. For non-resonant atoms, z(E) is negligible, and f,(Q, E ) = fo(Q) + Afa(E).
To model the DAFS intensity, accurate values for the anomalous scattering factors fL(E), f:(E), and fil(E) are needed near the resonance (or absorption edge) energy. While these functions are tabulated [4] for anomalous x-ray scattering work, they are not accurate enough near the absorption edge energy to be reliable for DAFS analysis. To overcome this problem, we use FEFF calculations for m(E), which is simply related to f:' (E), and can easily be made to improve both f:' (E) and f[(E) enough to be useful in DAFS analysis.
To improve fL(E), the real part of the anomalous scattering amplitude, we exploit its relation to f[(E) through the Kramers-Kronig transform. Since this transform is linear, and since the tabulated A f,(E) are analytic, the Kramers- 
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In this way, a FEFF calculation of po(E) can be used to accurately improve the anomalous scattering amplitudes used in DAFS analysis.
STRUCTURAL REFINEMENT
Once reliable values for the anomalous atomic scattering factors have been determined, refinement of the full DAFS intensity with both long-and short-range order parameters can be done: As a simple example, consider the two-atom unit cell shown in Fig. 1 , with site 1 being far from resonance (and with Af,(E) = 0) and site 2 being resonant.
Writing 2 explicitly as a sum over scattering-paths, the structure factor is
The fine-structure sum includes a term with photo-electron backscattering from the non-resonant atom (m = I), which depends on R2l = [Rz -R11, the distance between sites 1 and 2. The DAFS intensity then depends on R1, R2, and Rzl. Since these terms are obviously related, the refinement of the DAFS intensity must depend on these quantities in a self-consistent manner. Similar relations can be written for all paths in terms of atomic positions within the unit cell and unit cell parameters. Such self-consistencies makes this approach to DAFS analysis quite attractive, as the diffraction and fine-structure measurement probe different parts of the atomic configuration.
Rr
Lzhl Y In addition to depending on both lattice positions and bond lengths, DAFS measurements contain two different probes of the positional and thermal disorder of a crystal. The diffraction DebyeWaller factor depends on ( u i ) , the mean-square displacement of an atom around its lattice site, while )?. depends on a2, the mean-square displacement of the interatomic bond length. These two are related to one another and to the degree of correlation of the displacements of the two atoms. For a simple case, a;, = ( u i ) + (212) -2(unu,). A DAFS determination of ( u i ) , (u:), and aim can be used to evaluate the correlation (unu,) directly.
CONCLUSION
The capabilities of DAFS described here require special attention to the experimental measurements. In order to be sensitive to long-range order, a large set of diffraction intensities is needed. These can be made at a single energy, far from the resonance energy, as is done for most diffraction experiments. Energy-dependent scans through the resonant energy with energy ranges and grids similar to those of an XAFS experiment are needed at a much smaller number of Q values. The number of energy-dependent scans should exceed the number of unique unit-cell sites for the resonant atom. The polarization dependence of DAFS causes the short-range sensitivity to be perpendicular to the long-range sensitivity at any one reflection, so that all reflections must be refined together. The ability to simultaneously refine the full DAFS intensity provides a unique opportunity to use both the diffraction long-range order sensitivity of diffraction and the short-range order sensitivity of XAFS in a way that gives a consistent view of the atomic structure of a crystal.
